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Nearly perfect In2O3 octahedra were fabricated and studied as optical resonators. Electron
microscopy images revealed that the octahedra have single-crystal structures, very smooth surfaces,
and regular geometric morphologies. Bow-tielike modes in the visible spectral range were clearly
observed at room temperature by using the spatially resolved spectroscopic technique. The
experimental observations are described and fitted well with the plane wave interference model and
Cauchy dispersion formula for refractive indices. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3521266�

Freestanding semiconductor nanocrystals are attracting
tremendous attention as optical resonators given their
microscopic size, photostability, and tunability1 The nano-
structure acts not only as a gain medium but also a wave-
guide and an optical cavity, which is important for photonic
applications and light-matter interaction studies. The mor-
phology and size of the microcavity could greatly affect the
energies and the type of the resonant modes. Up to now,
Fabry–Pérot modes �FPMs� and whispering gallery modes
�WGMs� are two most common resonant modes, which have
been observed in many nanostructures with different mor-
phologies, such as microwires,2–4 microbelts,5 micropillers,6

microdisks,7 and microspheres.8 These achievements greatly
promote the development of miniature optoelectronic de-
vices and fundamental physics research in the field of cavity
quantum electrodynamics. However, little has been reported
on other kind of optical cavities, especially three dimensional
resonators with complex multifacets, due to the difficulty in
the sample preparation and optical detection. Octahedron-
shaped nanocrystals are structures with eight equilateral tri-
angular facets and six equal sharp tips.9 This nanostructure
with peculiar morphology may provide an efficient control of
light field in three dimensions and may be an ideal candidate
for developing optical resonators.

Indium oxide is a promising semiconductor oxide mate-
rial for optoelectronic applications in the visible spectral
range and widely studied in recent years. Well-defined In2O3
nanostructures with different morphologies have been fabri-
cated by various methods.10–14 Unfortunately, until now op-
tical microcavities have only been observed in In2O3 nano-
wires with hexagonal cross section cavities.15 Hence, the
investigation of efficient optical resonators of In2O3 is an
imperative and significant issue. In this letter, nearly perfect
single crystal In2O3 octahedra are fabricated and investigated
as octahedral shaped In2O3 optical resonators. Bow-tielike
modes are observed by using the microphotoluminescence
technique. Calculations based on a simple plane wave inter-
ference model and Cauchy dispersion functions fit well with
the experimental observations. Finite-difference-time-

domain �FDTD� simulations are performed to identify all the
resonant modes observed experimentally, and elucidate the
electromagnetic field distributions in the resonant modes.
Our work provides a type of optical resonator which may be
useful for the development of optical devices.

Single crystal In2O3 octahedra were synthesized on sili-
con substrates in a horizontal tubular furnace by chemical
vapor deposition method using indium metal and oxygen va-
por as source materials at 950 °C.16 The synthesized samples
were characterized by field-emission scanning electron mi-
croscopy �FESEM� �Hitachi S-4800� and transmission elec-
tron microscopy �TEM� �FEOL JEM-2100F�.

Figure 1�a� shows a typical FESEM image of as-grown
In2O3 octahedra dispersed on a piece of silicon wafer. These
In2O3 octahedra are very regular and nearly perfect in shape
with sizes ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 �m. For a single octahe-
dron crystal �upper-right inset of Fig. 1�a��, every facet con-
sists of an equilateral triangle, and the surfaces are very
smooth. Figures 1�b�–1�d� show the TEM images of the oc-
tahedra in three orientations with the electron beams being
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FIG. 1. �a� SEM image of In2O3 octahedra, inset: magnified image of an
individual octahedron. �b�–�d� TEM images of an In2O3 octahedron with the
electron beams parallel to �110�, �100�, and �111�, respectively. �e� HRTEM
image and the corresponding SAED pattern �inset� obtained from the rect-
angular region indicated in Fig. 1�b�.
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parallel to the �110�, �100�, and �111�, respectively.
All the morphologies further demonstrate the nearly perfect
octahedral geometries and smooth surfaces. The high-
resolution TEM �HRTEM� image and the corresponding se-
lected area electron diffraction �SAED� pattern taken from
the selected region marked by a box in Fig. 1�b� indicate that
the octahedra are single-crystalline with a body-centered cu-
bic lattice. The smooth surface morphology and high crystal
quality is crucial for low loss waveguides and the formation
of microcavity with a high quality factor.

Optical studies of individual In2O3 octahedra were car-
ried out by using a confocal microphotoluminescence sys-
tem, with the 325 nm line of a He–Cd laser as the excitation
source. The excitation laser was focused to about 1 �m spot
onto the sample. Figure 2�a� shows a typical emission spec-
trum of a single In2O3 octahedron. It can be seen that a series
of peaks appear above the broad background emission. These
peaks are induced by the cavity resonance. Here, the origin
of the visible emission background is mainly attributed to
oxygen related defects or indium vacancies.17

From the point of view of geometrical optics, three kinds
of resonant cavity modes may be formed in the octahedral
microstructure: �i� WGMs formed in the three equatorial
planes, as those reported in the SrS:Eu corner-cut octahedral
microcavity,18 �ii� FPMs formed between the two opposite
small facets, and �iii� Bow-tielike modes formed in the four
opposite octahedral facets as shown in Figs. 2�c� and 2�d�. In
the third type of resonant model, whether the initial position
of the light ray is at the midline �Fig. 2�c�� or other region
�Fig. 2�d�� of the facet, if the light strikes the boundary four
times at an angle of incidence of �i�35°, then the light ray
forms a closed optical path and is confined in the octahedral
cavity by total internal reflections. In our case, it is impos-
sible to form WGMs in the three equatorial planes because
the octahedral edge is sharp. Therefore, �ii� FPMs or �iii�
bow-tielike modes should be introduced to interpret the reso-
nance modes observed in our In2O3 octahedra �Fig. 2�a��. In
optical microcavities, the mode spacing �� is given by

�� =
�2

L	n − �
dn

d�

 , �1�

where L is the path length of a round trip. n is the refractive
index of the medium and dn

d� is the dispersion relation. For
the measured photoluminescence �PL� spectrum �Fig. 2�a��,
the mode spacing between two adjacent cavity modes �NTM

=12,13� is �36.2 nm. Using the dispersions of In2O3

nanowires,15 the corresponding refractive index at the wave-
length of �568.3 nm is about 2.04, and �

dn
d� is approxi-

mately �0.36. The calculated is L about 3718 nm. The side
length R of the octahedron used for the PL measurement is
1450�30 nm as determined by SEM. In the FPMs, L is two
times the length of the two opposite octahedral facets
�2350�50 nm�, which is much smaller than �3718 nm.
However, in the bow-tielike modes as shown in Figs. 2�c�
and 2�d�, L is 3800�80 nm, which is consistent with the L
calculated in the above theoretical analysis. Thus, we as-
cribed the measured resonant modes to the effect of bow-
tielike cavity formed by the four opposite octahedral facets.

To further explore the characteristics of the In2O3 octa-
hedra bow-tielike modes, a simple plane wave interference
model was used to fit the experimental results. The side
length of the resonator R, as a function of resonant energy E,
can be obtained from the following:

R =
3hc

8nE
�N +

4

�
arctan		n2 − 3

2

� . �2�

In the formula, h is the Planck’s constant, c is the speed of
light, and the integer N is the interference order. The factor 	
depends on polarization, for TM mode �the electrical com-
ponent of light E� rhombic cross section�, 	=n−1 and for
TE mode �E � rhombic cross section�, 	=n. We carried out
computational analysis for the bow-tielike modes observed
from our octahedra by using the equation above, and the
calculated results are shown in Fig. 2�a�. It should be men-
tioned that the TE modes were too weak to be detected in our
experiments. Similar results were also found in the studies of
hexagonal ZnO and In2O3 optical cavities.2,15

For the calculation, the refractive index n and the mode
number N cannot be determined independently in the above
equation. Therefore, the accurate values of n� �TM mode� at
the bow-tielike mode peak wavelengths can be obtained
from the best fit of the above equation by varying N dis-
cretely and the radius R within the experimental error. Simi-
lar fitting process was also applied to the calculation of ZnO
hexagonal WGM cavities.19 The calculated interference or-
ders for the corresponding resonant mode peaks are marked
by a set of integers �9–14�. The obtained wavelength-
dependent refractive indices of the In2O3 octahedra n� can be
deduced using Cauchy dispersion formula as follows

n� = 1.81 +
7.16 
 104

�2 . �3�

Figure 2�b� shows the obtained refractive index curves from
the fitting procedure. One can see that the refractive index n�

gradually decreases with wavelength increasing in the visible
region. It is worth noting that the refractive index n� of the
octahedra obtained here is slightly larger than that of the
previously reported nanowires at the same wavelength. This
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� The PL spectrum with unpolarized detection in
the visible region. The integers are the mode numbers for TM resonant
mode peaks. �b� The wavelength-dependent refractive indices n� of the
In2O3 octahedra obtained from the best fit of the peak positions. �c� and �d�
Bow-tielike modes with the light being reflected at the facets in the octahe-
dral microcavity. R is the side length of the octahedron, O indicates the
center of the triangular facets, and l=3R /3.
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is most likely due to different structural properties and dif-
ferent anisotropic strains introduced during the crystal
growth process.16

In addition, FDTD simulations20 were also performed to
further prove the presence of these bow-tielike modes. From
the calculated radiation spectrum depicted in Fig. 3�a�, we
found a series of peaks corresponding to the resonance
modes inside the microcavity. All the modes observed ex-
perimentally �Fig. 2�a�� are successfully identified from the
simulated spectrum, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3�a�.
This confirmed that the resonant modes found in the PL ex-
periment indeed came from the octahedral microcavity ef-
fects. Moreover, for those modes, FDTD simulations re-
vealed that the electromagnetic fields are mainly confined by
four octahedral facets, in consistency with the conjectures of
plane-wave interference model. As an example, we showed
in Fig. 3�b� the simulated electric field distribution on one of
the symmetry planes for the N=14 mode. The electric field
contains only the perpendicular component and forms a
standing wave confined in the octahedral microcavity, dem-
onstrating unambiguously that this is indeed a TM-polarized
bow-tielike mode. However, we note that some resonance
peaks in the FDTD spectrum �Fig. 3�a�� are absent in the PL
spectrum �Fig. 2�a��, possibly because the PL signal becomes
too small outside the wavelength range of 530–750 nm and
some modes are too broad to resolve.

To further investigate the modulation of bow-tielike
modes with varying microcavity radius and also verify the
wavelength-dependent refractive indices of the In2O3 octahe-
dra shown in Fig. 2�b�, we performed emission spectral mea-
surements for a set of particles, whose side lengths R are
2.15, 1.12, and 0.91 �m, respectively. From the results
shown in Fig. 4, the broad luminescence signal in visible
spectral range is clearly modulated by varying the size of the
cavity. Three series of integers are the mode numbers for the
respective resonant mode peaks, which were calculated by
using the plane wave interference model and the experimen-
tally extracted n� of Fig. 2�b�. It is obvious that the theoret-
ical calculations fit well with the measured resonances, con-
firming the validity of the bow-tielike mode plane wave
model that we proposed.

In summary, nearly perfect In2O3 octahedra were studied
as unique optical microcavities. Bow-tielike modes in the
visible spectral range were clearly observed at room tem-
perature by using the microphotoluminescence technique. A

bow-tielike ray model is proposed and the corresponding
resonance formula combined with Cauchy dispersion equa-
tion fits well with the experimental results for various diam-
eters. FDTD simulations reproduced the salient features ob-
served experimentally. Our work indicates that In2O3
octahedral optical resonators may be good candidates for the
development of optical devices.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Radiation spectrum of a dipole source inside the
microcavity and �b� electric field distribution for the N=14 mode within an
octahedral microcavity, calculated by the FDTD simulations. Wavelength (nm)
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Room temperature PL spectra from the octahedra
with different characteristic lengths.
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